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About This Game

Draft Day Sports: Pro Football 2019 puts you in control of your favorite pro football franchise. You make the calls as you build
your dynasty – build your roster through trades, the draft, and free agency. Analyze the impressive array of data to determine

how to put together your own custom playbook and strategies to lead your team to victory. Watch the action unfold in dramatic
2D fashion where you can take control of the play calling and watch your calls play out in front of you. Play by yourself against

a challenging AI or join an online multiplayer league and see if you have what it takes to outmanage your fellow gamers.
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This is the greatest RPG of all time, I've been shaking this game at people for a decade but nobody will play it because "It looks
old". Listen here, Y'all fools.

. Great Game To Play, Great Game If you Are Willing To Learn, Only Sad Thing is, Your Input is not welcome.... The Devs are
Really Nice But Some Individuals in the Community, Killed the fun of learning and helping... this is why i put this game in my
occasional play game instead of focusing my time and effort on it, I Recommend this Game To Anyone who likes Vr Shooters,
But as of today the game is quite playable but i would restrain from using the Dedicated servers just yet.... they are not ready....
One Good thing is LifeRp Is soon to be unveiled might wanna stick around for that if you are a DarkRp Fan From The Famous
Gmod!!!
Anyways Have Fun Playing!. Sigh. So this game has screwed me TWICE in the exact same way now, so I didn't get to complete
it. That's okay, though...there's this newfangled thing they've got on the interwebz called YouTube, and some nice folks have
posted up videos which verify that: a. this game is barely twenty minutes long, and b. it's not worth the effort of playing anyway.

  What's the problem I had, you ask? Well, I "solved" a small laptop "puzzle" within the game, and got shown the location of a
key. Went to said location, spotted a key, but couldn't pick it up. Decided what the hey, I could speed-run my way back to this
in a jiffy, let's just uninstall, reinstall, and try again. NO KEY this time.

  Posted a question to the dev in the game's forum, and in all fairness, he did try to offer a work-around...though this work-
around led to a problem of its own, where the game now had "content locked" and refused to download the executable file.
Looked up the "content locked" problem on Google, and it's a fairly common Steam error it seems. (Just one I'd never
encountered on any other game prior to this one!) Again, the couple of "solutions" offered up failed to work, or simply seemed
too difficult to bother.

  Waited a couple of weeks, reinstalled just to see. Presto! Works again. Repeat early steps of gameplay...NO KEY again. F*ck
it, I'll check a walkthrough, see if it's even worth the fuss. Answer: IT'S NOT.

  Look, maybe I would've been willing to go to the ends of the earth to play this through if it was a game of some length and\/or
some note, but it's neither. It's a mediocre asset flip - same house as The Survey, but with less furniture - in which you walk
around a VERY empty house, find a few notes in otherwise empty drawers and cupboards, solve a couple of non-puzzles, and
get an abrupt and unsatisfying ending for all your troubles. I wouldn't be recommending it if it DIDN'T have such extreme
technical problems, so I'm sure as sh*t not going to when it does.

  Just do as I did and watch a walkthrough, if for some strange reason you still feel compelled to. Might as well save your money.
Your chances of being happy with your purchase aren't very high even IF the f*cking game works for you. Mildly atmospheric,
with a couple of passable jump-scares, but cliche-ridden in the extreme and chronically boring even by the standards of a
walking sim junkie like myself.

  Oh, and for what it's worth: the YouTuber with the twenty minute video? Spent an awful lot of time walking around in circles
trying to trigger events, so you can probably speed-run the game in less than ten.

  Verdict: 3.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH QUAD DAMAGE!. Okay... Let's just stop and look at a couple of things:

1) The "professional programmers" can't be bothered to use correct English grammar in the two sentence quick description of
this game and say "Develop by professional programmers."

Question: If the "professional programmers" can't even spell a word like 'developed' correctly here on the Steam store page, why
should a potential customer trust that this game called "Trash Defense" is anything but the first word of the game name?
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2) The developer and publisher name is "Fugging games" (except it's actually the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with "ck")

Question: Let's imagine for a moment that Pepsi had named their company instead "Poopsi" and called their soft drink "Trash"
much like the developers name and game name here. Do you think it would have sold initially and ever gone on to have the
success that it has?

This game is discussed in entirely too much detail and this game is played entirely too long in this first impressions review
video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be

NOT RECOMMENDED as my fugging gut instinct tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name
and well known asset flipper already here on Steam just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this
game is the first word of its own title name, and there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO.
Throw your coins in the trash instead of putting them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.
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The game at first glance is inconspicuous, unknown company and mysterious title, but ... This game has an amazing atmosphere,
graphics and music are at a really good level, despite the initial slow pace of action, it is easy to empathize with the situation of
the main character, which makes this game a lot of fun. I am waiting for tomorrow's game and the next part of the adventure!.
Most expensive five minutes of your life. I get it, Early Access, but five minutes of gameplay, really? Might buy this again later,
much later, for now I will be asking for a refund.. This game should be named "Unlucky Panda n Player" anyway...
Kinda difficult even for kids...
N about Steam Trading Cards? Its a trap mother\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er.... Two months after release and PM3 is still a
complete mess technically and full of terrible translation and editing. I won't even bother to mention specifics because there are
just too many. It's pretty impressive that each successive CFK release is worse than the last. If they release PM4, I expect it to
wipe your hard drive upon launch.. I feel like i'm in the eighties again. this game is amazing. makes me want to roll and hug my
cat. hard too. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yes. buy it.. This game's challenging at times but it runs smoothly (for me at least).
The gameplay and controls are solid as well. But my biggest problem is it's rather limited amount of content. For $4.99, this
game's definitely worth it.. The game itself might not be the best on the market but i will remember this game till the end of my
days. That Mercedes C63 AMG and my gaming wheel setup helped me go trough the stress of earning the drivers license.

PS. GIVE BACK THE ACOGS TO ASH AND BANDIT UBISOFT!. This tape is classified. It will self destruct when you are
done listening to it. This game is worth your money. Has your good old fashioned 60's style destroy things for the fact that you
can villian. Good pun humor, and if you've played any of this companies games in the past before, a warm fuzzy feeling of joy
that you can not get from any of the best street drugs money can buy. Do I recommend? I go beyond and demand you get this.
Also you should just turn off the tape before it ends....TOO LATE *BOOM*
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